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Abstract


The article deals with the position of road tax in the tax system of the Czech Republic. It focuses on the analysis of road tax collection in the years 1993–2011 and the determination of reasons for change in the collection amount in the individual monitored years, especially in connection to amendment of the basic law, which is law No. 16/1993, Road Tax Code. Within the frame of the analysis not only the absolute collection of road tax is quantified and discussed, but also basic statistic indicators are calculated, e.g. growth rate or absolute increase of road tax collection. Part of the paper deals with the road tax yield. The paper judges the success rate of the tax administrator in collecting the same amount of financial means which was ordered by the tax administrator for the particular tax period. In the next part the share of road tax collection on the whole tax collection in the Czech Republic is measured and discussed on the determined time axis.
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In the Czech Republic tax system, the road tax in the current form has been applied since the origin of the new tax system grounded in the law No. 212/1992, Tax System Code, valid from January 1st 1993. The conception and structure of this tax system model corresponds to the tax systems of developed countries’ economics and it has starting position in classification to direct and indirect taxes. The road tax comes under property taxes in the Czech Republic system, whereas according to OECD classification it comes under consumption taxes. From this point of view, road tax is not always considered to be a property tax, at least not a typical property tax, in professional literature. According to Bořek (2001), in spite of all these road tax classification aspects, road tax is classified as a property tax, as it is similar to other property taxes especially due to used tax technique. Generally speaking, the road tax purpose can be defined as taxation of road network usage by road vehicles in the Czech Republic. Within the frame of this basic principle we limit the road tax subjects only to vehicles used for economic activity of a business entity. The legal standard regulating the road tax is the law No. 16/1993, Road Tax Code, in its 19 amendments (hereafter TRL), by which the legislation tried to solve the urgent problem how to raise the financial funds for maintenance and development of road infrastructure in the area of the Czech Republic.

The road vehicles taxation should correspond to requirements, whose fulfillment is expected by tax imposing. Široký (2008) summarizes the requirements to a good tax system and individual taxes into four basic principles, that is the principle of effectiveness, administration simplicity, flexibility and justice. The titles of individual principles can differ in professional literature, for example according to Peková (2008), yet they remain almost identical as for the content, see e.g. Musgrave and Musgrave (1994).

The object of this article is to measure and discuss the road tax collection, exploiting secondary data, as the man indicator of meeting the general principle of tax imposing with the aim to raise sufficient resources for public budgets financing. The tax collection means for individual participants of the whole tax collection and administration process real detriment, for tax payers it means the tax payment itself and next expenses connected with the tax system, which they have to spend to meet they tax duty. The state (tax administrator) does not achieve
net income by the tax collection which would correspond to total amount of tax collection, but the tax incomes are reduced by the amount of expenses necessary for the working of the whole tax collection and administration system. It results in outright disproportion between collected tax amount and the final amount for public budgets available for public benefits. The aim is, obviously, to struggle for the lowest possible difference between these two points of view on the tax collection amount. The main purpose of a good state fiscal policy, as part of the state economic policy, is the effort to reach the lowest possible difference between these two public benefits. The aim is, obviously, to struggle for the final amount for public budgets available for disproportion between collected tax amount and administration system. It results in outright necessary for the working of the whole tax collection tax incomes are reduced by the amount of expenses correspond to total amount of tax collection, but the net income by the tax collection which would ensure stable and preferably high tax incomes for public budgets. Nowadays, in the period of subsiding economic crisis and high deficits of Czech Republic state budgets the possibilities are discussed, what and how to achieve the start of reducing process of state budget deficit. Partial area discussed in the context of securing stable income to the state budget is also the road tax. The aim of the contribution is to process quantification of road tax in the Czech Republic from various aspects, using analysis of information sources and data.

The initial numeral characteristic necessary for the research of road tax position in the Czech Republic is its collection on the time axis from 1993 to 2011. The defined time axis was chosen deliberately with the aim of maximum possible overview of road tax development in the Czech Republic, that is from the time when the law No. 16/1993, Road Tax Code, came into force. The source data on road tax collection are acquired from the overview of the tax collection published by the Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic, where there is, besides other things, information on the difference in assessment and collection of road tax in a particular calendar (tax) year. Next very important information source were internal materials of the Ministry of Finance, which were provided for the purpose of processing of this contribution.

In the text of this article standard scientific methods are used. These are above all methods of analysis, description, induction, and deduction, basic mathematical and statistical methods. Graphic methods, increasing the information value of particular achieved results, are also used.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The quantification of road tax in the Czech Republic is processed using primary information sources published by the Czech Tax Administration and on determined time axis. The particular numeral data are processed from the view of quantification of absolute collection, quantification of road tax collection per one active tax subject, quantification of yield, quantification of growth rate and absolute increase of road tax. The next, not less important, aspect is the specification of road tax share of the total tax collection in the Czech Republic.

As we can see in Tab. I and II, the road tax is among the property taxes with the highest collection level in the Czech Republic, and from this point of view it is a significant part of state budget income within the frame of property taxes. The road tax collection increased by 852 mill. CZK (19.7%) in the monitored period 1993–2011. The average level of road tax collection in absolute numbers reaches the amount of 5 060 mill. CZK per year on the monitored time axis.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

The state fiscal policy is nowadays always in the centre of attention particularly because the public budget is financed by the means of this policy. Tax issues experts as well as politicians are always dealing with the question of the best mechanism which would ensure stable and preferably high tax incomes for public budgets. Nowadays, in the period of subsiding economic crisis and high deficits of Czech Republic state budgets the possibilities are discussed, what and how to achieve the start of reducing process of state budget deficit. Partial area discussed in the context of securing stable income to the state budget is also the road tax. The aim of the contribution is to process quantification of road tax in the Czech Republic from various aspects, using analysis of information sources and data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>Development of road tax collection in the Czech Republic in mill. CZK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>property taxes</td>
<td>8 554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of it:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>road tax</td>
<td>4 335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inheritance tax</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gift tax</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real estate transfer tax</td>
<td>616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real estate tax</td>
<td>3 434</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own work, Czech Tax Administration (2012a)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>Development of road tax collection in the Czech Republic in mill. CZK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>property taxes</td>
<td>17,946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>road tax</td>
<td>5,512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inheritance tax</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gift tax</td>
<td>601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real estate transfer tax</td>
<td>7,171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real estate tax</td>
<td>4,576</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own work, Czech Tax Administration (2012a)

From other property taxes called transfer taxes, the tax with the lowest collection level on the monitored time axis is inheritance tax with average year collection of 99 mill. CZK. The average amount of gift tax collection within the monitored period is 635 mill. CZK. The transfer tax with the highest is housing construction in the Czech Republic. The last mentioned property tax is the real estate tax, whose average annual collection reaches the amount of 6,236 mill. CZK within the monitored period. One of the factors creating its strong position especially in 2007–2008 is housing construction in the Czech Republic. The last mentioned property tax is the real estate tax, whose average annual collection amounts to 4,978 mill. CZK. A significant collection increase can be seen lately at this tax due to clearly identified legislative changes. A more detailed analysis and results are discussed in the article Andrlík (2010a).
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• In 2004 there was a slight drop of road tax collection by 226 mill. CZK, that is by 3.9%. The collection volume decrease was influenced by legislative changes carried out by law No. 102/2004. Within this amendment there was a change in § 2 par.1, defining that the road tax subject are not vehicles designated for business, but only vehicles designated for business activity. The vehicles were therefore subject to road tax in the calendar months when they were really used for business or self-employed activity regardless whether they were included in the business property or not. Next legislative change leading to road tax collection decrease was tax rate reduction in §6 par. 6 and 7 at vehicles meeting the emission limits EURO 2 and EURO 3. The vehicles meeting the emission limits EURO 2 could reduce the basic road tax rate by 60% (originally by 50 %). Amendment No. 635/2004 and change in §15 par. 3 caused road tax reduction at vehicles with total weight 12 tonnes and higher at tax subjects not operating road freight transport for others by as high as 100% (they do not file a tax return). The road tax collection decrease in 2004 is, according to Czech Tax Administration, also influenced by the fact, that tax subjects are discarding old freight vehicles and replacing them by new, meeting the emission limits EURO 2 and higher. Tax subjects use in higher extent the possibility of tax waiving according to direction D-241 of the Ministry of Finance in the Czech Republic, which specified regulations (time tests) of road tax waiving following the temporary removal of a vehicle from Register of Road Vehicles.

• The growth of collection volume in tax period 2003 was 226 mill. CZK, that is by 4.1% was also due to legislative changes by law amendment No. 207/2002, consisting in extension of the tax subject in § 2 par. 1. New extension of the tax subject enables taxation of all vehicles with total weight of 12 tonnes and higher, designated solely for freight transport without connection to business activity.

• In 2004 there was a slight drop of road tax collection by 229 mill. CZK, that is by 3.9%. The collection volume decrease was influenced by legislative changes carried out by law No. 102/2004. Within this amendment there was a change in § 2 par.1, defining that the road tax subject are not vehicles designated for business, but only vehicles designated for business activity. The vehicles were therefore subject to road tax in the calendar months when they were really used for business or self-employed activity regardless whether they were included in the business property or not. Next legislative change leading to road tax collection decrease was tax rate reduction in §6 par. 6 and 7 at vehicles meeting the emission limits EURO 2 and EURO 3. The vehicles meeting the emission limits EURO 2 could reduce the basic road tax rate by 60% (originally by 50 %). Amendment No. 635/2004 and change in §15 par. 3 caused road tax reduction at vehicles with total weight 12 tonnes and higher at tax subjects not operating road freight transport for others by as high as 100% (they do not file a tax return). The road tax collection decrease in 2004 is, according to Czech Tax Administration, also influenced by the fact, that tax subjects are discarding old freight vehicles and replacing them by new, meeting the emission limits EURO 2 and higher. Tax subjects use in higher extent the possibility of tax waiving according to direction D-241 of the Ministry of Finance in the Czech Republic, which specified regulations (time tests) of road tax waiving following the temporary removal of a vehicle from Register of Road Vehicles.

• The road tax collection decrease continued in the tax period 2005, when the tax collection volume was lower by 318 mill. CZK compared to 2004, that is annual decrease by 5.8%. The continuing road tax collection decrease was influenced by the change of road tax subject valid also in the tax period 2004, when the tax subjects have the tax duty only in the months when the vehicle is being used for business activity. Czech Tax Administration [2012b] states that tax yield was in the last years influenced by permanent reduction of annual rates at trucks, including trailer trucks and corresponding number of semi trailers and tandem trailers, that is at vehicles meeting the emission limits EURO 2, EURO 3 and higher.

• Compared to previous tax periods 2004 and 2005, in 2006 the road tax collection is higher by 237 mill. CZK, that is by 4.6%, which is the result of a road tax law change by amendment No. 545/2005, coming into force on 1st January 2006. The road tax rate reduction was changed from 60% to 40% at trucks, including trailer trucks and corresponding number of semi trailers and tandem trailers meeting the emission limits EURO 2 and from 66% to 48% at trucks, including trailer trucks and corresponding number of semi trailers and tandem trailers meeting the emission limits EURO 3 and higher.

• In 2009 the annual collection decrease is 1207 mill. CZK, that is 20.1% compared to 2008. This slump is the highest detriment for public budget on the time axis 1993–2011 (State Fund for Transport Infrastructure). This slump was negatively influenced by the law amendment No. 246/2008 bringing about the change of the principle of tax rate reduction application according to § 6 par. 6. The tax rate reduction is newly applied according to the date of the first registration of the vehicle regardless of the place of the first registration. The application of basic tax rate reduction at vehicles imported from abroad is according to § 6 par. 7 bound to documenting of the date of the first registration of the vehicle abroad. If this cannot be objectively proved, it is not possible to apply the tax rate reduction. The regulation on basic tax rate reduction was according to contemporary regulations of this amendment in force already in tax period 2008, but, according to the Czech Tax Administration [2012b], the full effect showed in the tax period 2009. The Czech Tax Administration [2012b] for 2009 also states that the slump is caused above all by unfavourable economic situation resulting from the global financial and economic crisis, when there was a considerable decrease of business sector performance.

From the material point of view, the reasons for increase of identified road tax collection is in the growing number of filed tax declaration, which is caused by rising number of vehicles subject to road tax, as well as by modernization of vehicle fleet, when old and low-performance vehicles are being discarded from the vehicle fleet and they are being replaced by more powerful, high-performance vehicles with higher road tax rate. The data about number of filed tax declaration on the time axis 1994–2010 are stated in Tab. III and Tab. IV. This time axis is shorter compared to the time axis used for road tax collection analysis because the Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic have not published the data for 2011 yet.

From the results stated in the Tab. III and Tab. IV we can see, depending on the above mentioned fact about the road tax collection development and number of tax declaration, that in the years 1994–2003 the trend in number of filed road tax declaration is growing (with the exception of a small drop in 2000). From the tax period 2004
the number of filed tax declaration is falling and this slump culminates in 2009–2010. The negative development of the last two tax periods is, according to the Czech Tax Administration (2012b) for the year 2009, caused by unfavourable economic situation resulting from the global financial and economic crisis, when there was a considerable decrease of business sector performance and author agrees with this statement.

The graphic presentation of the road tax collection development was complemented by property tax collection collected in the area of the Czech Republic – inheritance tax, gift tax, real estate transfer tax, real estate tax. The objective of the graphic presentation is to prove the fact that road tax represents an important component within the property taxes. Fig. 1 representing the mentioned fact is created from the determined results of property taxes collection in Tab. I and Tab. II.

The elaborated results of road tax collection development in the Czech Republic can be complemented by the statement that in the future we can expect slight increase of road tax collection as a result of the trend of growing number of vehicles used for business activity. Positive impact is also caused by replacement and modernization of vehicle fleet not only of hauliers but also of individual small business subject. It is realized by purchase of higher capacity and weight category vehicles and from the road tax point of view, their usage for business activity is taxed by higher rate.

Quantification of road tax collection per one tax subject is performed on time axis from 2005–2010 (at the moment of writing this article the final data from 2011 were not published yet by the Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic). The reason for shorter time axis, compared to time axis mentioned and used in the case of quantification of absolute road tax collection, is the fact, that the algorithm for data collection of tax subjects number has been changed since 2005. The data on tax subjects number before 2005 are not therefore taken into consideration as it would be inconsistent and incomparable time axis of data output. The below mentioned description of both algorithms comes out of internal data provided by the Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic.

Until 2005 the algorithm for calculation of tax subjects number was as follows. The number of road tax subjects is given by sum of tax subjects who  

\[ y = 74,735t + 4312,9 \]

The elaborated results of road tax collection development in the Czech Republic can be complemented by the statement that in the future we can expect slight increase of road tax collection as a result of the trend of growing number of vehicles used for business activity. Positive impact is also caused by replacement and modernization of vehicle fleet not only of hauliers but also of individual small business subject. It is realized by purchase of higher capacity and weight category vehicles and from the road tax point of view, their usage for business activity is taxed by higher rate.
within the followed period filed or updated the tax return. Only “current” tax declaration are chosen and additional tax declaration are not considered. At the selection the tax subjects are chosen according to road tax return. The algorithm is then applied like this: if a tax subject has, according to the mentioned conditions, e.g. five road tax declaration, in the total number of tax subjects it is considered as one tax subject.

Number of tax subjects from 2005 is divided into two basic groups. The first group consists of active tax subjects and the other group consists of registered tax subjects. The road tax subject is considered as an active subject if he meets at least one of the following conditions:
- the tax subject filed road tax return within the followed time period (that is the calendar year),
- the tax subject has a current formal notice to file road tax return within the followed time period (that is the calendar year),
- the tax subject has a decision of prolongation of time limit to file the road tax return with the term of filing within the followed time period (that is the calendar year).

The road tax subject is considered as a registered subject if he meets at least one of the following conditions:
- the tax subject has an unfinished tax registration (its termination is not recognizable in registration documents or in the personal tax account),
- the tax subject has an open, approved road tax return or ordered road tax return with unfinished assessment procedures or submitted right of appeal.

Fig. 2 presented development of number of tax subjects in the years of 2005–2010 (the Czech Tax Administration, 2012b). The Tab. V summary is elaborated on the basis of above mentioned reasons and on the obtained data on the number of active tax subjects from the Czech Tax Administration sources (2012b) in the years 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010. The Tab. V shows data on an average amount of road tax which the tax administrator collects per active tax subject in the particular calendar year. From the results we can see that the highest average tax collection amount was collected in the tax period of 2008, when the average tax collection per active tax subject was 7 311 CZK.

To supplement the interpretation, other property taxes collections per active tax subject are stated here. At real estate tax, the tax collection amount per active tax subject is 1 676 CZK per year 2009 and 2 243 CZK per year 2010. At transfer taxes (the inheritance tax, gift tax and real estate transfer tax), the collection amount per active tax subject is 27 684 CZK per year 2009 and 27 825 CZK per year 2010.

The quantification of road tax yield is given on the time axis in individual years from 1995 to 2010 (the data for periods 1993, 1994 and final 2011 are not published by the Ministry of Finance of the
Czech Republic). The tax yield calculation can be expressed by the following formula (1).

\[
\text{tax yield (\%)} = \frac{\text{collection}}{\text{assessment}} \times 100. \tag{1}
\]

From the results of Tab. VI and Tab. VII on road tax yield we can see, that the tax administrators were almost 100 % successful at tax collection. The potential discrepancies between the ordered tax amount and the real tax collection can be caused by several factors. The most often mentioned factor is a poor payment behaviour of tax payers. The yield amounts higher than 100 % are caused by situation when the tax administrator collects outstanding arrears from last year in the current year and lower tax yield is caused by outstanding arrears. The average road tax yield in the monitored period is 99.45 %. From the tax road yield point of view not only the collection itself should be considered, but also the effectiveness of road tax collection must be quantified. It is necessary to compare the whole collection volume of a particular tax with the cost of collection. The tax collection amount is not net income for the public budget as the cost of collection must be deducted. The cost of collection must be as low as possible to achieve effectiveness of the tax collection. If not the case, the tax collection loses a sense and becomes an ineffective and useless burden for both the tax payers and the tax administrators. The particular results of effectiveness measurement, as mentioned above, are stated by Andrlík (2012). As for the results, of these analyzes for property taxes are published in the article Andrlík (2010b).

Next important characteristic quantified within this contribution is the growth rate of road tax. The calculated growth rate indexes in the monitored period complement the absolute expression of road tax collection mentioned above and clearly prove the particular annual changes in the tax collection.

The presentation of quantification measurement of absolute increase (decrease) in road tax collection uses graphic display of results of achieved amounts in individual monitored years.

The Fig. 3 of development of absolute increase in road tax collection in the Czech Republic shows that the road tax fluctuates considerably (the Czech Tax Administration 2012a). These fluctuations result from implemented amendments of law No.16/1993, which were analysed and discussed in detail in the previous part of this article. The highest absolute increase on the time axis is identified in 1999, when the road tax collection grew in absolute expression by 853 mill. CZK. This collection increase was caused by tax exemption for vehicles with controlled catalytic converters, that is vehicles meeting ecological limits. At the same time with the law amendment, the higher number of road tax declaration in 1999 also had considerable impact on the road tax collection increase. The number of road tax declaration increased by 26 365 items in 1999 compared to 1998. On the other hand, the highest absolute decrease of 1 206 mill. CZK is identified in 2009 which was caused by change of law regulation in the area of basic rate reduction of road tax depending on the date of the first registration of vehicles.

VI: Road tax yield in the years 1995–2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>road tax</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>102.85</td>
<td>97.79</td>
<td>98.94</td>
<td>99.85</td>
<td>98.81</td>
<td>99.66</td>
<td>101.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own calculations, the Czech Tax Administration (2012b)

VII: Road tax yield in the years 2003–2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>MJ</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>road tax</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>97.87</td>
<td>99.45</td>
<td>99.26</td>
<td>99.48</td>
<td>101.79</td>
<td>98.82</td>
<td>96.87</td>
<td>97.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own calculations, the Czech Tax Administration (2012b)

VIII: Growth rate of road tax – part 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>road tax</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>95.66</td>
<td>94.77</td>
<td>109.04</td>
<td>105.66</td>
<td>95.79</td>
<td>119.51</td>
<td>106.91</td>
<td>94.56</td>
<td>104.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own calculations, the Czech Tax Administration (2012b)

IX: Growth rate of road tax – part 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>road tax</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>104.10</td>
<td>96.00</td>
<td>94.24</td>
<td>104.56</td>
<td>108.97</td>
<td>101.46</td>
<td>79.90</td>
<td>106.35</td>
<td>101.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own calculations, the Czech Tax Administration (2012a)
a vehicle. This decrease was also influenced by lower amount of filed road tax declaration, which dropped by 35,038 items in 2009 compared to tax period of 2008.

The yield of road tax in the Czech Republic does not play an important role compared to total tax incomes. In the Czech Republic the road tax share of the total collection in 2010 is only 0.74% (at the time of this article processing the results of total tax collection in the Czech Republic for 2011 were not available, therefore the time axes is from 1993 to 2010). The development of road tax share on the time axis is shown in Fig. 4. This proves the above mentioned fact, that the road tax represents only a complementary income for the public budget.

The Fig. 4 and the above mentioned facts clearly show, that the road tax does not represent a significant share of total tax incomes in the Czech Republic (the Czech Tax Administration, 2012a, Customs Administration of the Czech Republic, 2012). The average share of the total tax incomes on the time axis 1993–2010 is 1.15%. Nevertheless, nowadays, in the period of deficit state budgets of the Czech Republic, any positive flow is important, regardless of its height.
Nowadays the road tax collection represents relatively low share of total tax incomes of public budgets (the State Fund of Transport Infrastructure), yet the road tax plays an important role in the tax system of the Czech Republic. In a simplified way we can say, that the road tax complements the tax system complexity and its application is from theoretical point of view based on the application of benefit and solvency principle. The road tax can be considered a stable tax as the collection provides almost constant incomes within individual periods.

CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY

The quantification of data input of road tax in the Czech Republic also contains the determination of basic statistical indicators processed from primary data (e.g. growth rate). The results clearly show that the road tax applied in the area of the Czech Republic represents only a complementary component of public budget incomes, as the road tax share of the total tax yield in 2010 is only 0.74%. The average annual amount of road tax collection reaches in absolute numbers 5,060 mill. CZK on the time axis 1993–2011. The paper also discussed in detail the legislative amendments to the Act No. 16/1993 Coll., on road tax, as amended, and identify their impact on the collection of road tax.

Nevertheless, it is obvious that the fiscal income in the presented average amount is insufficient regarding the objective to obtain sufficient amount of financial means for maintenance and development of road infrastructure of the Czech Republic. The potential financial reserve of road tax can be seen within the tax subject specification. The tax subjects are, according to § 3, Road Tax Code, motor road vehicles and their trailers, if they are used and registered in the area of the Czech Republic and if they are used for business activity or another self-employed activity or in their direct connection. Just in the restriction of tax subject, especially at passenger vehicles, to only vehicles used for business activity, there is the collection income reserve, regarding growing number of registered passenger vehicles. Introduction of flat taxation of all vehicles regardless of business criteria would lead to income increase of public budget, or, more precisely of State Fund of Transport Infrastructure, which is, according to § 5 of law No. 243/2000, Tax Budget Determination Code, the recipient of gross yield of this tax.

The assessment of the road tax effectiveness is also related to success rate of tax administrator, which is connected with the achievement of the highest possible tax yield. At the road tax the tax yield oscillates around 100%, in a simplified way we can state that what is ordered is also collected. The future and next development in the road tax area in the Czech Republic depends particularly on decisions of individual political parties, which can in the future consider a totally different taxation conception of motor vehicles operation in the Czech Republic, for example with emphasis on environmental aspects of their operation.
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